Linear Algebra
Fall 15
Final Group Project Requirements and Guidelines

By Thursday 10/29: Find a project team and sign up for a topic and preferred presentation date on the Google Drive document. Teams can be any size, but your presentation must be 10-15 minutes per presenter. For teams of more than two, check with me to make sure the topic is big enough to accommodate a presentation of that length. Also check with me if you’re interested in presenting on a non-suggested topic.

By Thursday 11/5: Schedule a group meeting with me outside of class to discuss your proposed topic and resources. Prepare for the meeting by reading the section of the text, if applicable, and by spending some time as a group searching for additional resources.

A week before your presentation: Schedule a practice presentation with me.

Beamer/powerpoint presentations recommended but not required. Depending on your topic, you could also include whiteboard presentation, handouts, and/or manipulatives. The main goal of the presentation is to teach the class a neat application or technique of linear algebra. Your presentation will be evaluated on the following criteria:

- Depth/complexity of your chosen topic, and how thoroughly you explore it in your presentation
- Understandability, usefulness, and interest to the rest of the class; how much your audience gets out of your presentation
- Quality of written and oral presentation; time spent preparing slides and practicing your presentation